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Illuminated Fabric Wall Maps

1 Just decide where the Fabric Display will be placed, then, assemble the frame and secure to the wall

2 However; remember a power supply is required, for best results, we recommend a hidden power supply

3 Hidden power supply, makes the finished display look much better, so, add a power socket before the frame work!

4 Now test the lighting is working 100%

5 Before adding the Fabric Print - Always turn off the power

6 Now insert your "Fabric Print" into the frame

7 Now turn on the power, and admire you're finished display - that's all there is to it
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Illuminated Fabric Wall Maps are supplied in 6x Versions…

Version 1 = 1200 x 1500mm Version 2 = 1500 x 1500mm Version 3 = 2000 x 2000mm

Web Ref = FABMAPS1 Web Ref = FABMAPS2 Web Ref = FABMAPS3

Version 4 = 1000 x 3000mm Version 5 = 2000 x 3000mm Version 6 = 2000 x 4000mm

Web Ref = FABMAPS4 Web Ref = FABMAPS5 Web Ref = FABMAPS6
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     Order Form Action - Simple process if you want to design a map (DIY)

Action 1: What is the Postcode and or Street Name & Number for your centre point?

Action 2: What is the size of your finished map? (A0 or A1 or A2)

Action 3: What is the rotation of the finished map? (Landscape or Portrait)

Action 4: What is the size of your finished map? (A0 or A1 or A2)

Action 4: Open "Google Maps" + Type in you're postcode + Move Map to the wanted area+ capture the results then….

Tell us = What is the "Top" area called? Ours reveals =  Moston

Tell us = What is the "Bottom" area called? Ours reveals =  Huntington

Tell us = What is the "Left" area called? Ours reveals =  Saughall

Tell us = What is the "Right" area called? Ours reveals =  Guilden Sutton
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        Order Form - Instructions

Instruction 1: Please make your purchase from our website page

Instruction 2: Please follow the instructions on the above form and complete all the "8x Boxes"

Instruction 3: 1. Once you have the form completed

2. Scan and email it to =  info@estateagentsupplies.co.uk

3. Important = When emailing, clearly add your purchase number to the email content

4. Important  = "3" is vital as we received lots of requests and need to match your purchase order to Map order form

4. Once we gain your completed order form, with the purchase paid in advance we…………..

Our Actions: 1. From this information provided by yourself we will build your map

2. We will then, forward you a proof:-

3. You send a confirmation email, telling us you are happy to go ahead

4. Sorry but, we must receive this confirmation email from you - we cannot accept a telephone verbal OK

5. We only go to print when you have confirmed!

6. Hence, please ensure you check and double check the proof, as it will be printed on you're confirmation

7. Sorry, any mistakes, cannot be rectified unless additional funds are paid!

Have a Design? 1. IF you already have a map designed then, forward this for our checking!

2. Send your own designed artwork to = info@estateagentsupplies.co.uk

Other Design? 1. All of the previous pages are referring to maps

2. However; you may want a print of something else

3. Just send you're design to us, and we will print it for you!

Finally: 1. We may call you for font names and colour codes

2. If you have them already, always send them within your email
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